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Launched June 10, 2011, the Aquarius/SAC-D mission is a partnership between NASA and Argentina’s space
agency, Comisión Nacional de Actividades Espaciales (CONAE) that will use advanced technologies to make
NASA’s first space-based measurements of ocean salinity across the globe.
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Introduction
• QML stands for the Qualified Manufacturer List. It is maintained by
DLA-Land and Maritime (formerly known as the Defense Supply Center
Columbus, DSCC).
• This talk will address how we are bringing new technology products into
the QML system. The focus will be on microcircuit parts used in space
application.
• A new effort championed by NASA will be described.

Launching in late 2014, SMAP (Soil Moisture Active Passive) would use a combined
radiometer and high-resolution radar to measure surface soil moisture and freezethaw state, providing new opportunities for scientific advances and societal benefits.
Pre-decisional - for planning and discussion purposes only
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NEPAG as a Resource to MIL-STD
• Military standards for microcircuits haven’t kept pace with developments in
technology, packaging in particular
• RADC (Rome Air Development Center) and later RAC (Rome Air Center) used
to be the technical arm of DLA (Defense Logistic Agency) and they did
necessary evaluations to keep up with new developments.
• NEPAG (NASA EEE Parts Assurance Group), which is like a large component
engineering group representing the government, is addressing some of the issues:
• 38535 Appendix H, new technology evaluation, update (L. Harzstark).
• Requirement for screening of passive elements was added to 38535.
• An out-of-box approach, Class Y, taken for non-hermetic parts (M. Sampson)
• Support to Counterfeit, PEMs and other JC13/G12 efforts
• Supporting new JC13 Task Groups: passives, solder termination, screening.
• Support to 13.4: power MOSFETs, other (K. LaBel)
Some NEPAG Activities:
• Weekly Telecons
• Supplier Audits
• DLA Land & Maritime SMD reviews
• Others
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QML Part-Numbering System
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Example of Space Products
Standard Microcircuit Drawing (SMD)

Manufacturer

Generic No.

Function

5962 – 0522101 VXC

T.I.

TLK2711M

High Speed (GBPS) Transceiver,
68 pin Ceramic Quad Flatpack

5962R 1020501 VXC

Aeroflex

UT8R1M39-21XFC

SRAM, 1M x 39 bit, Dual Voltage, 20 ns
Access Time, 132 pin Quad Dual Cavity
Flatpack, Limited Operating
Temperature Range –55°C to +105°C

Launched in August 2011, the solar-powered Juno spacecraft enters a low, elliptical orbit circling
Jupiter from pole to pole to investigate secrets hidden beneath the planet's thick, colorful clouds. The innovative
orbit will avoid lethal belts of charged particles surrounding Jupiter like the less dense Van Allen belts encircling Earth.
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New and Mature Technology Requirements
6.New technology requirements. For class level B product, this is a product family, material, or
process, that has never been previously characterized and qualified by the manufacturer, and is
detailed in the manufacturer’s new technology insertion program (see 3.4.1.1.1 and 6.4.42).
For class level S product, this is a product family, material, or process, that has never been
previously characterized and qualified by the manufacturer for space applications, and is detailed in
the manufacturer’s new technology insertion program (see 3.4.1.1.1, 6.4.42 and B.3.9).
7.Mature technology requirements. A mature technology is one which the manufacturer has
previously released to production the techniques, materials, controls, design, and has a continuous
reliability monitor plan in place to identify major reliability life-limiting mechanisms, establish
activation energy, detect long-term product shifts, and generate process data or established proof of
stable process and/or equipment with negligible wear out (see 6.4.43).

NuSTAR (Nuclear Spectroscopic Telescope Array) will be the first focusing high
energy X-ray mission, opening up the hard X-ray sky for sensitive study. NuSTAR will
search for black holes, map supernova explosions, and study the most extreme active galaxies.
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Space-Level QML Process
MIL-PRF-38535J
APPENDIX H
New Suppliers for Class Level S Products
The Qualifying Activity (QA) 1/ provides
pre-audit information to suppliers.
Block 1

Suppliers provide required pre-audit
information to the QA to review. The QA
shall coordinate with the space
community
Block 2

QA shall review and provide feedback to
the suppliers to make arrangements for
QA to perform on-site audit of their
facilities, as necessary.
Block 3

QA will issue QML certification to
suppliers when all issues, concerns, and
deficiencies are closed.
Block 4

Suppliers can now pursue qualification in
accordance with the approved processes
as outlined in the QM plan and MILPRF-38535.
Block 5

Go to Block 2 of “Existing certified
suppliers for class level S products” flow,
and proceed.
Block 6

1/

The QA is the DLA Land and Maritime, Columbus

Existing certified suppliers for class level S products.
Suppliers shall submit revised QM plan
to the Qualifying Activity (QA) 2/
addressing New Technology
requirements per MIL-PRF-38535.
Block 1

Once all concerns have been addressed,
QA will issue approval to suppliers to
initiate performing of characterization and
qualification testing.
Block 4
1/
2/
3/

1/

Suppliers shall provide a detailed
characterization and qualification test
plans for review by QA for certification of
QML supplier 3/.
Block 2

QA shall coordinate and provide
feedback to suppliers and will schedule
for an on-site audit of facilities prior to
implementation QM plan.
Block 3

Suppliers shall provide characterization
data and qualification test report/data for
New Technology to the QA for review.
Block 5

QA shall review and provide feedback to
suppliers prior to listing QML, the
manufacturer shall submit qualification test
report summary to QA. Once information is
acceptable, QA will issue an approval and
product will be listed on the QML listing.
Block 6

Each block requires coordination with the space community and approval by the QA.
The QA is the DLA Land and Maritime, Columbus.
Any deviation from a previously QA approved plan for new technology shall require again QA approval prior to listing on QML.
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Requirements in MIL-PRF-38535J, Appendix H

• Appendix H went through a complete revision (this effort was led by L. Harzstark).
• Gives a baseline that includes details of the certification, validation, and qualification
programs.
• The necessary characterization, screening, and qualification testing applicable to new
technologies is also included.
• Overview of QML Approval Process (H.3.1.9)
– Design, wafer fabrication, assembly, and test certification
– Physics of failure/Technology Characterization Vehicle (TCV) reliability assessment
– Process technology validation/Standard Evaluation Circuit (SEC) qualification
– Product qualification (From existing qualified process technology)
– Standard Microcircuit Drawing (SMD)
– QML listing
• This appendix is mandatory.
• Manufacturer’s Technical Review Board (TRB) plays an important role.
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Example of a State-of-the-art Complex Device
Xilinx Virtex-4 FPGA

The NASA/ESA/ASI Cassini-Huygens mission has directly sampled the water plumes jetting
into space from Saturn’s moon Enceladus. The findings from these fly-thrus are the strongest
evidence yet for the existence of large-scale saltwater reservoirs beneath the moon’s icy crust.
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Why “Class Y”?
• This effort is an attempt to bring advancements in packaging technology into the QML system.
• Advancements in packaging technology, increasing functional density and increasing operating
frequency have resulted in single-die SoCs (System-on-a-Chip) with non-hermetic flip-chip
construction, in high-pin-count ceramic column grid array packages.
– “Poster Child” example: Virtex-4 (V-4) FPGAs from Xilinx.
– Such products were evaluated for radiation and reliability and have drawn the attention of the
space user community.
• Question: How do we bring V-4 and similar microcircuits into the QML system as space products?
– It can’t be Class V because those are non-hermetic devices.
– Our intent is to put V-4 like products for space users in a new category: “Class Y”.
– The appendix explains electronic packaging, why it’s needed and builds the case for Class Y.
– A year ago, G-12 opened a Task Group to develop Class Y (details on next slide).
• What if we dropped the Class Y effort?
– It would be a major loss for the space community and the QML program at large because the
industry would be limited to ordering via Source Control Drawings (SCDs), which is
counterproductive to Mission Assurance, prevents standardization, and is expensive.

The twin Voyager 1 and 2 spacecraft continue exploring in the 33rd year after their 1977 launches. They each are much
farther away from Earth and the Sun than Pluto. Voyager 1 and 2 are now in the "Heliosheath" - the outermost
heliosphere layer where the solar wind is slowed by interstellar gas pressure.
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G12 Class Y Task Group Interactions at a Glance
Task Group Inputs
Government

Manufacturers

OEMs

Others

Task Group Activities
Review
M. Sampson
Idea

Class Y
Concept
Development

G12
Class Y
Task Group

EP Study
(DLA-VA)
Manufacturer
Certification to QML-Y
(DLA-VQ)

Burn-in,
electricals,
deltas

Solder
Terminations

Use of
passives in
IC packages

Newly formed JC13 Task Groups with Class Y Interest
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Road to QML-Y Flight Parts Procurement
• Major Milestones:
G12 approval of TG charter
G-12 Class Y Task Group to develop requirements
G12 approval for DLA-VA to commence EP study
DLA-VA to Conduct EP study and the Class Y Team to resolve issues
DLA-VA to add Class Y requirements into 38535 and 883
DLA-VQ to audit suppliers to Class Y requirements
– Users to procure QML-Y flight parts from certified suppliers

Gravity Recovery and Interior Laboratory (GRAIL) mission, using twin spacecraft flying in formation to investigate
the moon’s gravity field, a possible inner core and how Earth and other rocky planets formed, was launched in late 2011.
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In Summary..
• Packaging is playing a significant role in new technology product development.
• The QML process for mature and new technologies was described.
• We looked at an example of how the infusion of a state-of-the-art complex device
into the QML system would work.
• NEPAG is making every effort to strengthen the MIL system and thereby support
the space flight projects.
– Thank you!

Artist's concept

NASA's Mars Science Laboratory Curiosity rover, a mobile robot for investigating Mars' past or
present ability to sustain microbial life, was launched in November 2011.
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Appendix
Developing Packaging for Class Y *

* Courtesy of Mike Sampson
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Outline
• What is Electronic Packaging?

Passivation

• Why Package Electronic
Parts?
• Evolution of Packaging

Wire

Dielectric
Etch Stop Layer

Via

Global

Dielectric Capping Layer
Copper Conductor w ith
Barrier/Nucleation Layer

• New Application Challenges
and Solutions
• Associated
Assurance
Challenges
• The Class Y Concept

Intermediate
Metal 1

Pre-Metal Dielectric
Tungsten Contact Plug

• Embedded Technologies
• NEPP Activities
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What is Electronic Packaging?

•

Electronic “Packaging” can have two basic meanings:
– First (Part) Level: The “envelope” of protection surrounding an
active electronic element, and also the termination system to
connect it to the outside world
– Second and Higher Levels: The assembly of parts to boards,
boards to slices, slices to boxes, boxes to systems, instruments
and spacecraft

•

This discussion covers examples of both.
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Why Package Electronic Parts?
• To protect the active element against:
– Handling
– Shock and vibration
– Contamination
– Light penetration or emission
• To provide a suitable system to make connection
between the element and the printed wiring board
• To prevent conductive parts of the element from coming in
contact with other conductive surfaces, unless intended

Envelope: Glass,
Ceramic or Plastic

Active Element (Die)

DIODE
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Package Options – Hermetic?
• Once, hermetic packages were the preferred option.
• Now, there are few hermetic options for latest package
technologies.
– Development of new hermetic options is unattractive.
• Very high Non Recurring Expenses
• Very high technical difficulty
• Very low volume
• Demanding customers
• Market is driven by consumer products.
– Low cost
– High volume
– Rapid turnover
= Non hermetic, mostly plastic
– “Green”
– Minimized size
• New hermetic technologies may become available,
but timing is uncertain.
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The “General” Package
•

Typically, packages consist of the same basic features
but achieve them in many ways:
– Functional elements - active die, passives etc.
– Interconnects between
elements (2 or more elements)
– A substrate
– Interconnects to the external I/O of the package
– A protective package
– Interconnects to the next higher level of assembly
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Continuous Packaging Challenges

• I/O s, increasing number, decreasing pitch
• Heat Dissipation, (especially in space)
• Manufacturability
• Materials
• Mechanical
• Installation
• Testability
• Inspectability
• RoHS (Pb-free)
• (Space Environment)

Lunar Reconnaissance Orbiter (LRO), Built at GSFC,
Launched with LCROSS, June 18,2009
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Commercial, Non-hermetic Package (PBGA*)
Substrate
Multi-layer

Encapsulation

Capacitor,
Resistor etc.

Flip Chip
Die Bump

Die

Pb-free
Ball

Design Drivers:
• High I/O count
• Large die
• Environmental protection
• Performance/Speed
• Ancillary parts

Underfill

Commercial Drivers:
• Low cost
• High volume
• Limited life
• Automated installation
• Compact
* PBGA: Plastic Ball Grid Array
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Space Challenges for Complex
Non-hermetic Packages
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Vacuum:
– Outgassing, offgassing, property deterioration
Foreign Object Debris (FOD)
– From the package threat to the system, or a threat to the package
Shock and vibration
– During launch, deployments and operation
Thermal cycling
– Usually small range; high number of cycles in Low Earth Orbit (LEO)
Thermal management
– Only conduction and radiation transfer heat
ONE STRIKE
Thousands of interconnects
– Opportunities for opens, intermittent - possibly latent
AND YOU’RE
Low volume assembly
OUT!
– Limited automation, lots of rework
Long life
– Costs for space are high, make the most of the investment
Novel hardware
– Lots of “one offs”
Rigorous test and inspection
– To try to find the latent threats to reliability
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Non-hermetic Package, With”Space” Features (CCGA*?)
Substrate and
Sn/Pb Column
Grid Array

Cover
Die

Capacitor,
Resistor etc.

Underfill

Space Challenge

Flip-Chip Die
Bump
“Enclosed”
Package
Option

Some Defenses

Vacuum

Low out/off-gassing materials. Ceramics vs polymers.

Shock and vibration

Compliant / robust interconnects - wire bonds, solder balls, columns, conductive polymer

Thermal cycling

Compliant/robust interconnects, matched thermal expansion coefficients

Thermal management

Heat spreader in the lid and/or substrate, thermally conductive materials

Thousands of
interconnects

Process control, planarity, solderability, substrate design

Low volume assembly

Remains a challenge

Long life

Good design, materials, parts and process control

Novel hardware

Test, test, test

Rigorous test and
inspection

Testability and inspectability will always be challenges

* Ceramic Column Grid Array
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Hermeticity

•

NASA prefers hermetic packages for critical applications.

•

Hermeticity is measureable, assuring package integrity.

•

Only 3 tests provide assurance for hermetic package integrity:
– Hermeticity – nothing bad can get in
– Residual or Internal gas analysis – nothing bad is inside
– Particle Impact Noise Detection – no FOD inside

•

NON-HERMETIC PACKAGE INTEGRITY IS HARD TO
ASSESS - NO 3 BASIC TESTS

•

Non-hermetic packages expose materials’ interfaces that are
locked away in hermetic ones.
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But What is Hermetic?
•

Per MIL-PRF-38534 Appx E and 38535 Appx A, hermetic packages must
consist of metals, ceramic and glass in combinations ONLY, no polymerics.

•

Meets aggressive leak rate test limits.
– Verifies low rate of gas escape/ atmospheric interchange.
– Even so, small volume packages meeting “tight limits” theoretically
exchange their atmosphere very quickly:
•

0.001 cc, exchanges 93% in 1 month at 5 x 10-8 atmosphere/cc/sec!

1.0 cc, 96% in 10 years at 1 x 10-8
– Even large packages with quite small leaks can surprise.
•

•

•

10 cc, 96% in 1 year at 1 x 10-6 !

For applications in space vacuum why care?
– Risk for contamination on the ground
– Risk for outgassing in vacuum
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Non-hermetic Package Variations
•
•

Current and future package options mix and match
elements in almost infinite combinations.
Elements include:
– Wire bonds
– Ball interconnects
– Solder joints
– Conductive epoxies
– Vias
– Multi-layer substrates
– Multiple chips, active and passive (hybrid?)
– Stacking of components
– Embedded actives and passives
– Polymers
– Ceramics
– Enclosures/encapsulants
– Thermal control features
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MIL-PRF-38535, Class Y
•

“Y Not” Non-hermetic for Space?

•

Proposed new class for M38535, monolithic microcircuits

•

Class Y will be for Space-level non-hermetic.

•

Class V will be defined as hermetic only.

•

Addition to Appendix B, “Space Application”

•

Package-specific “integrity” test requirements proposed
by manufacturer, approved by DLA* and government
space

•

The Package Integrity Test Plan must address:
– Potential materials degradation
– Interconnect reliability
– Thermal management
– Resistance to processing stresses
– Thermo-mechanical stresses

•

G12 Task Group established 01/13/10.
* MIL spec qualifying activity Defense Logistics Agency, Land and Maritime

Hubble Space Telescope
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